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INTRODUCTION
At least tive percent ot all infants born alive

in the United States are born prematurely(29).

This

means that more than 114,000 infants were born prema
turely in 1938(11]).

In the same year more than 32,500

neonatal deaths were reported by the United States

Bureau ot Census as directly due to premature birth.
The neonatal mortality rate trom this cause in 1938
was 14.2 per thousand live births.

dicate the importance
at the present time.

These figures in

or the problem ot prematurity

It seems timely, theretore, to probe the subject

or premature infants along certain lines. This paper

will discuss some ot the points which must be under

stood in meeting the problem
mortality

or prematurity and the

or prematures. These points include a defin

ition ot prematurity, characteristics ot the premature,

etiology ot prematurity, and the various means or caring

tor the premature as concerns the obstetrician, the
pediatrician, or the general practioner.

Some or the

plans which are now in operation and the newer methods

which are being tried in an attempt to lower the pre

mature infant mortality will also be pointed out and
discussed.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
HISTORY

The earliest recognition in this country or the

role that premature birth plays in infant mortality

appears to have been an address on infant mortality

given before the American Medical Association in 1857
by Reese (29, 91). He stated, "We include among the

infant mortality all those recorded interments marked

as stillborn and premature births, the extent or which,

and especially their amazing increase, constitutes one

of the most revolting and yet one or the most impor

tant teatures ot our inquiry and one which cannot be

contemplated without horror."

From 1857 to the turn of the century, reports with

regard to premature infants dealt largely with the

viability ot these intants.

Among the earliest papers

dealing with methods of care ot premature infants was
one by Bartlett (7,29) in 1887.

types

He referred to the

or incubators in use in Russia and in France and

described his "water-Jacket warming crib," made large

enough to hold triplets.

In the same year Taylor(l07)

reviewed foreign literature dealing with the care ot
premature infants and decried the custom of putting
-2-

on "the usual clothing." He also discussed the rela
tive merits ot feeding premature infants by·tube and

with a spoon.

According to Ryan (95) in 1889 "the best rood is,

ot course, the milk or the mother it she be health7."

There was one dissenter in Adriance (3), who contended
that the mother's milk attar premature labor is not

suitable for premature infants because it has a higher
protein content than that or milk

is at term.

or women whose labor

In 1890 Southwick(29,102) referred to an incuba

tor first devised by Crede.about 1850, describing it
as "essentially a bath tub with hollow walls tilled

with hot water." He reported that this type ot incu
bator was in use in the Boston Lying-In Hospital but

added, "I am informed that it tails to give pertect
sat1staction.

The heat comes too near the child

without being diffused and the ventilation is de
tective."

Voorhees (llp)in 1900 described the Lion incuba

tor, a French type, and stated that it could be dis�

1ntected, that bere was provision tor ventilation,

tor moisture and tor measurement or the moisture with

a hygrometer, and tor filtration ot the air.
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He

pointed out, moreover, that the intant was visible

through glass doors and could be tended without re
moval trom the incubator.

All these points are

stressed at present in discussing the proper condi

tions under which premature infants should be cared
tor in incubators.

DEFINITION

At the Annual Meeting

or the American Academy

or Pediatrics held in Hew York City on Ka7 19, 1935,
the following resolution was passed defining prema

turity, (54)

"For statistical purposes and comparison

or results ot care, a uniform standard tor

diagnosis ot prematurity is important.

premature intant is one who weighs 2500

A

grams (5i pounds) or less at birth (not

on admission to hospital) regardless
the period ot gestation.

or

All liveborn pre

mature infants should be included, evidence
ot lite being heart beating or breathing."

According to this interpretation, premature in-

rants may be classified for practical clinical pur
poses to include any intant, of single or multiple

birth, born prematurely, at term, or even past term,

whose weight at birth is below 2500 grams.

The in

ference is that the intant is not completely prepared
tor tull, normal, independent, extra-uterine lite.

There may be, however, only a relative body weakness,
in the absence ot inherited constitutional debility

and malformations.

Careful consideration must be

given in each individual case to the precipitating

causes in the parents and in the infant as well, which

might have led to premature delivery or to pathologic

intra-uterine development.

It is well established

that, the 1ounger and smaller the fetus on leaving

the uterus, the greater are the difficulties to be

overcome in carrying out required body functions neces
sary to life and, therefore, the consequent lower vi

tality.

Some have complained about the above det1nit1on,

insisting that most 2500 gram 1ntants are as well de
veloped as the normal newborn and this group ot in
tants was included to reduce the premature intant
mortality.

It must be remembered that any newborn

baby weighing less than 1000 grams, which breathes

once or has but one audible heart beat, is considered
1-n the s� class.

It is this latter group which
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accounts tor most

or the mortalities.

While 2500 grams or less are taken as the criter

ion for prematurity, race and sex must be given due
consideration.

the degree

The latter are bound up closely with

or growth and development. It is known

that colored infants are usually smaller and the girls

especially in both colored and white races are smaller.
It has been shown, however, by x-ray ot the cuboid

bone in

;oo

premature 1ntants within 72 hours ot de

livery (38)that the cuboid was present in 37� ot the

colored girls, 17� of the colored boys, and 1,i ot the

white girls.

The cuboid was not seen in white boys.

A second resolution passed at the same meeting

or Pediatrics as mentioned
desirability or registering mortal

of the American Academy

above expressed the

ity in the following manner:

under 1000; 1000-1250;

1250-1500; 1500-2000; and 2000-2500 grams�53)

These same groups are used to classify all prematures.
In this paper, theretore, the above definition

will be used as the basis of consideration tor pre

maturity and when classified as to groups, the sug
gested weight groups will be used.
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CHARACTERISTICS

The typical description ot a premature is a

wizened old man with a monotonous whine(38).

appearance and characteristics

The

or the healthy prema

ture child. vary with the tetal age at the time ot

birth.

With the lengthening

or the period ot gesta

tion, the distinctive characteristics ot the tetus be

come less and less distinctive, until it becomes im

possible to differentiate the slightly premature trom
the tull-term intant.

All the distinguishing features

ot the premature may also be found in the congenitally

diseased full-term intant.
able degrees

Just as there are innumer

or prematurity so also are there all

stages ot development between the extremes ot tunc

tienal and anatomic 1nter1or1ty on the one hand and
the normal constitution on the other.

Hess(54) has listed the tollowing as the most

constant findings in the premature infant.

The body

is small and puny and the weight may var1 from ?00

grams (li pounds) to 2500 grams (,t pounds).
is sort and usually or a vivid red color.

The skin

The epi

dermis is thin and the blood vessels are easily seen.

The skin frequently hangs in folds and the adipose
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tissue is scant; the features are angular and the
tact looks old.

Lanugo is abundant, especiall7 on

the extensor surtaces or the extremities.

The skull

is round or ovoid, in contradistinction to the dol

ichocephalic skull which is t7pical ot the tull-term
infant.

The fontanelles are large and the sutures

prominent.

It has been pointed out b7 Rosenstern(94)

that the more permature the birth, the smaller tba
frontal fontanelle; but this is not contirmed by

others.

Many saall comedones are visible on the

nose and the ears are sort and small and hug the

skull.

!he nails have scarcel1 reached the ends ot

the tingers, even in the larger intants, while 1n the

smaller ones, they may be poorl1 developed.
is �eeble, whining and monotonous.

The cr7

The intant lies

in a deep sleep, and must be aroused tor its feedings.

Efforts at suction are weak or absent.

ill moveaents,:,

are slow, functions are sluggish and the child st.ws

a remarkable degree ot muscular inertia.

The tempera

ture has a decided tendenc7 to remain subnormal and
is inclined to be very irregular in character.

and intense 3aund1ce is common.

Early

Besides these external teatures ot prematur1t7,

the internal organs are not usually developed to the
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point at which the infant can carry on extra-uterine

lite with the ease ot a full-term intant.

intants suck and swallow with ditticult7.
gestive systems are partl7 developed.

Premature
Their di

In spite ot

these shortcomings, however, the presence ot enzymes

is noted rather early, thus making the use ot predi

gested rood unnecessary(38).

Another evidence of 1J1111aturity is the poor de•

velopment of the elastic lung structure
mature infant (64) •

or the pre•

The lower the birth weight ot

the premature infant, the weaker the elastic lung

tissue.

Det1c1ent respiratory function is partly

explained on this basis.

Fortunately, within a

perjod ot two months, sutticient elastic fibers de
velop to promote normal respiration (64).

A thin skin with its extensive blood vascular

network, a scant layer ot subcutaneou tat, and the
low basal metabolic rate

(42)

poor heat regulation unit.

are all evidence ot a

While the normal newborn

responds to changes in its environmental temperature

b7 perspiring or restlessness, the premature infant.

presents either a hyperpyrexia or a subnormal tempera

ture.

This maladjusted heat regulating mechanism is

one or the more constant findings in prematures.

-9·

At birth the average premature int"ant shows a

hemoglobin ot 120-115]C, an er7throcyte count ot

5l-

7t million, 2-,% reticulocytes, 15.3;,ooo white blood

cells, with a differential count

or

polymorphs 60�,

lymphs 30%, monos 1�, platelets 3;0,000.

By the

tenth da;y the hemoglobin is usuall7 1�, BBC 5 mil

lion, reticulocytes 1�, WCB 12,000, polys 30�, lymphs
6.2j, monos 8!C, and platelets 300,ooo,(38,S4).

Erythroblasts are tound in the normal newborn

1ntant•s blood during the first daT ot lite.

In tba

premature infant, however, nucleated red cells are

round persisting tor several weeks.

This persistence

ot erytbroblasts be7ond the.first da7 detinitel7 s1g

n1t1es prematurity (38}.

!he protein level of the blood is usually con•

stant in a normal neonate.

infant (2) •

It is low in a premature

Studies have shown that low blood pro

tein levels are trequent in premature intants even

when they are ted adequate amounts ot breast milk.

During the first three months ot lite there is

normall7 a definite reduction in the number ot red
blood cells and hemoglobin.
one

this process represents

ot the changes from tetal to extra-uterine lite.

this rate ot destruction 11 greater in the premature

1n:rant than in the normal newborn(l03). The greater
the degree

or prematurity, the greater and taster is

the drop in the hemoglobin level.

In the second and

third months the hemoglobin otthe premature 1ntant is
otten as low as 40 to;�, while the erythrocyte

count drops to 2t to 3 million.

At six to eight

months ot age, however, the hemoglobin and red blood

cell count are sillilar to those ot the normal tull• ,

term 1ntant(l03).

It is evident that the premature infant is

definitely bandicaped. when he makes his entrance

into the realm ot extra-uterine lite and needs all

the assistance that we can command it he is to sur

vive the t1rst hours.

IHCIDEJfC! AND MORTALITY
It bas been estimated that; to

6l or

all new

borns are premature infants (4,29). Beck(8) pointed

out that during the year ot 1939, 99,700 infants ot

known weight were born alive 1n the City ot llew York.

Ot these 7,300 or 7.3� weighed under 2,;00 grams, or
were prematures.

Ot the premature 1ntants born 1n

lew York City, the 1nc14ence was 6j tor white 1ntants

.and 8.; to 10� tor colored.
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At one large law York

CitJ municipal Bosp1tal(38) where tully 9��

or the

mothers were negros, the incidence was 9 to 1� pre
matures.

During the same period, the incidence tor

premature infants born in lew York State, exclusive

ot Rew York City, was 4.2%.

In a large series ot live newborns, Peckbam(S8)

found 9.19� were prematures by weight, but onl1 ;.;;�

were under 45 cm. in length, which he also took into
consideration.

In multiple births, however, he found

an incidence ot 53� and 28% respectively tor weight
and length.

In a study ot 23,000 live born 1ntants trom eight

large cities, the premature incidence was S� (38).

It is evident rrom these figures that the incidence

seems to vary considerably, but most reports seem to
point to a lower incidence in rural communities.

sut

ticient evidence shows that an incidence ot ;jot live
born intants is conservative

(14,71,112).

Jlortality tigures show a ditterent picture.

In

fant deaths in the United States tor 1938 under l rear
were 116,702, and ot these deaths, 32,689, or 28�,

were due to prematuritJ (114). Ot these, 14,090 were
girls and 18,600 were boys.

The deaths under one da7

old were 32,348, ot which 19,826, or 61�, were prematures.

In 48 hours there were 23,966 deaths troa prematurity

or 73% ot the total deaths due to prematurity in one
year.

There were 31,�82 deaths trom prematurity under

one month ot age or 96� ot the premature deaths in one

7ear.

In studies ot neonatal mortality trom 191� to

1940, !yson(ll2) tound the aortalit7 under one 1ear

ot a1, had been reduced one-halt in 2S 1•are. Daring.
this same period the mortality troa the second to the
twelttb month bad been reduced two-tb1rd11 under one
month ot a1e, one-fourth; and tor the tlr1t day ot
lite in all live born infants, the mortality rate bad
r••1ne4 the eaae. Bmldeaen(l4) tound the 1.ame results
in a surYey in Chicago. It is qUite evident trom tu.
above figures that the least advance has been made in
the group which include• and is made up in the greatest
percentage b7 the preaature intants.
Ol2r own State ot Bebraska is no exception to the
t1gurea as quoted tor the U. s. as a Whole or the
larger cities. Again tbe striking tact 1• that while
the 1ntant aortalit7 rate baa dropped troa S2/1000 11••
births 1n. 1929 to 32/10001111938, the premature aortal1ty rate bas been reduced only trom 1�/1000 to 12.�/1000
1n the aaae period. In 1939 tbere were 308 reported
preaature 1ntant deatha(72).
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Intant deaths in lebraska in 1938(114) under one year

or

age totaled 815'.

Ot these, 267 or 32.8� were due

to prematurity. Under one month ot age there were

545 intant deaths, ot which 264, or 48.4�, were pre•

matures; and under one day 291 deaths ot which 181, or

62j, were due to prematurity.

llany a premature 1ntant dies as a result ot ill

maturity, atelectasis, cerebral hemorrhage, maltorma
tion, or respiratory infection. Prematurity, alone,

is a frequent cause ot death (44). llore than halt ot

'Che intant deaths at one large hospital in Connecticut

weze due to prematur1ty(44).

In these instance,, a·

state ot 111111aturity exists which is 111eompat,ble with

lite.

There is great discussion about this diagnosi•

ot cause ot death when no autopsies are performed. ,

In a series ot 953 autopsie1 on newborn 1ntants

born prematurely(llO), ,1� showed no pathology and

would have to be classified as prematurit7 as the
cause ot deatb.

In this same aeries ,7.3j showed some

bleeding into the central nervous system and in these,

deliveries were not 41tt1cult. A great many ot these
showed heaorrhages into the tooth buds, indicating

hemorrhage betore labor had started.

Of this group

with bleeding, 8� ot the mothers had some complication
during pregnanc7.
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In Harlem Hospital in Jew York(38), autopsies

were performed on 112 premature intants with the tol
l.owing findings:

Immaturity, 34 cases; atelectasis,,

4� case11 infection, 7 cases; otitis media, 1 case;

bronchopneU1110n1a, 4 cases; tracheobronch1tis, 1 case·;

..afmgitis, l case; abnormalities, 3 cases; intra•
cranial hemorrhages, 10; adrenal hemorrhage, 11

petech1al hemorrhages, all organs, 10; 1cterua grav11,

l; enlarged thymus, l; and hemorrhage d1aease ot new
born, 1.

Inteotion is a common cause tor death ot prema

ture infants.

About one-tourth ot the preaiee in

one institution died troa 1ntect1on (44).

Unless

caretully sought tor, sepsis, pneumonia, influenza,

ot1t1s media, and meningitis are easily overlooked.

Such infants are trequently signed out as "cause ot

death -- prematurit1.•

Atelectas1s causes many deaths ot premiea.

There

are var71ng degrees of atelectasis and since infants

under lSOO grams show more ot it than the heavier 1n
tant1, it is otten ditticult to evaluate the ettect.

Certainly, a cllnioal diagnosis ot atelectasia is not

always sutt1c1ent as the cause of death.
-15-

It is often

tound at autopsy and not noted clinically (44). !tel
ect•s1s 1s not a condition to treat, but rather to

prevent by judicious use ot anesthetics and care(l5).

The point to be stressed in determining the cause

ot death ot the premature intant is not just to satis
fy curiosity, but rather to improve the mortality rate
in these !ntants.

Too otten the intant dies and it

is considered that nothing more could have been done

than had been applied.

llany times this is not the

case, and only by autopsy can these errors be deter

mined and in that way be better able to handle sub
sequent cases.

It is also a known tact that premature intants

born in the hospital and cared for there have a much

This is true even when
there is an incubator available 1n the hoae(71,81) •
better chance ot survival.

Wad4ell(ll7) at the University ot Virginia found in
432 premature infants the mortality ot prematurit7

in the hospital was 31j, but outside the hospitals,

the premature mortality was 6� even though brought
to the hospital attar birth.

Among other causes ot premature 1ntant mortality

are poor or no antepartum care, failure to rule out
syphilis, the use of anesthetics, oxytox1ca, and

-16-

analgesics in the hands ot the inexperienced, toxemias
ot pregnancy, and placenta previa.

Improper methods

ot resuscitating the newborn pre1111 and acute intec

tions in the pregnant woman add to this high mortal•
ity (1,14,15,28,13,104).
discussed later.

!hese conditions will be

PBEIIATTJ'RITY AS A PUBLIC HEALTH PROBLBII

One ot the outstanding problems in the field ot

preventive medicine ot today 1s that ot the reduction

or avoidable deaths in premature and immature intants.

Despite modern advances in public health, comparatively
little progress bas been made in lowering the death
rate in these babies.

About one-halt or the annual

neonatal deaths still occur persistently in intants

born prior to expectant term, and trom 5'� to 6� ot
the babies die within the t1rst day attar deliver7.

This record is tar trom encouraging and stands as a

distinct challenge to the obstetrician, the pediatri
cian, and the public health worker.

The above statistics show adeqwately the problem

which prematurity presents.

It bas been said that

merely thinking about the problem ot prematur1t7 re
sults in a reduced morbidity and mortality (5'4) .
-11-

An

aroused public consciousness, both la7 and medical,
can do much to save the lives

or these intants. Cer•

ta1nly the excellent work ot Dr. J. Bess in Chicago

can be repeated in

&n.J'

to the 1ub3ect.

city where attention is turned

This is not only a problem in rural communities

where the hospital tac111t1es are not so abundant but

exists also in the large city hospital. The mortality
rate tor prematurity in thirteen large New York Cit7
public hosp1tal1()8) was 44.� tor 1938 and 33.3:, tor
194'0. In 1938, tive ot the institutions lost aore than
6� ot the intants.

•Evidence tor need ot la1 education 11 brought
out by the tact that the incidence ot prematurity is
in direct proportion to the number ot prev1ous 1ntant

/

death lossea(1,3a,11a.

!bus a aother wbo bad bad an

infant death loss is more likely to bear a premature
intant than one who has not had a previous death loss.
It has a+so been shown that premature births are more

likely to be tollowed by more premature births. It
1s by lay education and the tocusing ot the public

health board and the medical protess1on on these sub

�eots that man7 premature births can be prevented and
better care given those which do occur.
-18-

ETIOLOGY OF PREIIATURITY
Even though the cause ot death in the intant

born before full-term can be determined, it has been

pointed out that there are too many ot these intants

who benefit very little, it any, trom the best methods
known at the present time.

The attack, theretore,

must be not to the treatment ot these infants, im

portant as that is, but rather to the prevention ot

these premature births.

This can be accomplished in

only one way -- an appreciation ot the causes ot pre

matur1t1 and how to prevent these ractors trom exerting
their influence.

Too otten premature birth is noted

and no question ot the cause is raised.

It this ques

tion were raised, we would otten t1nd tactors which

amenable at an earlier time, were passed unnoticed

and consequently untreated.· Even though nothing coUld
be done at the time, a premature delivery and all the
problems associated with it would be anticipated and

the intant would have a much better chance tor survi
val �ust due to tbe tact that he was expected.

llany tactors have been reported to have an in

fluence 1n causing prematurit7.

Crawtord (2;), 1n

determining the causes ot prematurit7, has stated that

-19-

in 4� a cause cannot be determined, in 4� tbe causes
ar� due to the mother, and in 20% the causes are due

to the product ot gestation. Tyson(lll) round in bis

series 41.8- with cause unknown, syphilis 18�, toxemia

12%, malt1ple pregnancy l�, and premature separation
or the placenta ;j. B1nhorn(3l) had about the same

findings with 43� unknown, 12� trom toxemias, and 8�
from multiple pregnancies.

There are certain factors which determine the

incidence ot prematurity. Some ot these spec1t1c
factors are previous intant death losses, previous

prematurit7 (4,8,29) , congenital maldevelopments,
obstetrical abnormalities such as placenta prev1a
and premature separation ot the placenta, and the
toxemias·ot pregnancy. Other causative agents tor

prematurity are acute and chronic diseases, e1peciall7
those in the cardiac, nephritic, and diabetic groups,

straining; heavy lltting; long auto rides; and emotional
upsets. Pregnant women 1n industry also present a
problem in prematurity.
Bess ( ,,> tound the factors causing premature de

livery in a series ot 844 as follows: Multiple preg

, nanc7 1n 372, toxic conc:11t1ons in the mother in 1311
chronic infections including syphilis in 109, and

tuberculosis in 14; local pelvic abnormalities in

109; aoute 1ntect1ons 1n 34, and other systemic dis
eases 1n 44.

Woo4bur7(119) in a well controlled survey ot

22,967 live intants born in large cities round 1,1SS
prematures.

Be tound prematur1t1 unusually preTalent

among (a) t1rst born intants, (b) intants ot young

mothers, (c) intants born in rapid succession, (d)
children ot mothers who �d been eaployed during.

pregnanc1, (e) intants ot mothers who had 11Ult1ple
pregnanc1•s, and

(t)

bo7••

Be concluded, therefore,

that the incidence and causes ot prematurity depend
primarily upon the health ot the aother.

Cook(22) found that in a group ot 7; mothers ot

premature intants, 29 had had serious illness.

Toverud

(109) stresses the point brought out by Woodbury (119)

that the nutrition and health ot the mother is a creat

factor.

!bis includes her occupation, tood, activity,

and.social status.
care

11.

Bess(;4) points out that prenatal

important along with the health ot the aotber.

loticeable reduction in premature 1ntant frequency has
been recorded in Cb1ca10 atter the 1Dat1tut1on ot pre

natal care.

Anderson(;) tound in accurate histories

ot 2313 mother, ot single 11ve-born intents,
-21-

sa.1� ot

those who bad babies weighing less than S pounds had

had.inadequate prenatal care (3 visits or less), 22.4j

had intermediate care, and 19.4� had had 6 visits or

more.

Ot those infants under 7i- pounds, ;1.9� ot the

mothers had had inadequate care, 23.8% had had inter
mediate care, and 24.3j had had adequate care.

Perhaps the moat thorough investigation ot mater

nal .histories is that ot Anderson c;) in which the
same person took the history in each case or 2373

mo.thers coming to the hospital tor deli very.

were all single births or live babies.
are tabulated in !able 1, page 2;.

These

The t1nd1ngs

From this survey b7 Anderson, it is evident that

�oxe11ia was the commonest t1nd1ng both in the prema
ture ·infants and in the heavier intants.

The toxemia,

however, occurred earlier in the premature intant1

than 1n the others.

Syphilis was web more prevalent

in the negroes, but seemed to have no bearing on the

weight or the intant.

on the white infants.

It did have an ettect, however,

Uterine bleeding seemed to show a marked ettect

in these s111all intants.

lot so 11111ch ot an ettect b1

placenta pravia as by abrupt4'>placenta.

As pointed

out prev1ousl7, this surve7 also shows that
-22-
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mothers are more apt to have small intants.
seem to have more prematures.

good

P.rillipara

In summary then or the causes or prematur1t7� a

'18Df

points occur more ,often than �ust by chance.

Conditions which appear to be ·trequently associated

with the premature delivery ot an intant are multiple·
pregnancies and maternal diseases, such as toxemias
or pregnancy and chronic infections.

In a tew in

stances prematuritJ results trom local abnormalities

and disease ot the genital tract, trom acute systellic
1ntect1ons and trom trauaa. Pr811aturity occurs some
wbat,110re otten in the births ot 1ntants ot very young

aothers and with tirst born infants. When the nutr1t1.on is impaired by trequent pregnancies in rapJd suc
cession, by 1nsutt1c1ent food and rest, or by the over
strain of continuous w�rk ot a gaintul occupation,
premature births appear to occur more otten than when

the mother's lite 1s normal. Other factors such as
season ot the year, heredity, and the sex of the in•
tant, require more investigation in order that their
relative importance as etiologic agents may be deter
mined. The 1ntluence or endocr1nopath1es and ot vita

min imbalances on prematurity are being studied more
-23-

extensively at present. Without a doubt, many ot the

predisposing factors ot early delivery or infants work
in combination to impair the health and nutrition ot

aothers.

With the above mentioned tactors as predisposing

forces at least, it is evident that our attack at the

reduction or premature intant incidence and hence the

infant mortality rate, must be upon these points.

-

(

(

TABLB I

IBCIDDCB OF VARIOUS COBDITIOIS II llO!HERS OF 2 1 373 SDGLB LIVEBORH IIFABTS
.lnderso•, Brown and Lyon

AL Jom-. Dis:. Child.

Under

· 2;.7

Over

5't I

19.;

Total

20.0

;.; I

1941

Serious Illness
Abnormalities ot
Genital Tract
ot l{!tllfl ... ·•. · .. see�iu·
rJtiiWf
1'ti •
Hydra
lo'
!'ox. Syph. Dise. 1'bc.• ·Cond. P ..P;. A.P. Cause Abn. Kyoma mnios Trau. Abn.

, .met.� ·. - .

•

61:72

8.9

·1.9

·6.f l�O

s··s
•

l�l.

una.

.• • ·

o . ; 8. 3

1.; 4.4

:rs.o

1.0

1.0

3.4

21.4

0.1

0.1

0 .9

10.6

o.s

o.;

0. 3

0. 3

3.4

32.2

O�l 2.6 Oi3 1.2

11.3

0.3 0.3

3.4

31.3

2.0

o.a

• Headings are in order: Toxemia, Syphilis, Cardiac Disease, Tuberculosis,
Other Conditions, Placenta Previa, Premature separation or the
placenta, Unknown cause, Pelvic Detonaities, Jlyoma, Hydramnios,
TraUlta, and Bo Known Abnormality.

•• All figures are in percentage.

••

CABE OP

OBSTETRICIAN

PRBMA!UBI IllP.AlffS

From the previously mentioned tactors which seea

to play an important part in the incidence ot prema.•

tures, it is evident that the obstetr1clan has a very

important part in the prevention ot prematures. With•

out a doubt the greatest advance can be made b7 the

universal institution ot prenatal clinics tor every
pregnant woman.

.Anderson ( 5') has pointed out the aore

frequent occurrence ot premature 1ntants born to mothers

who bad inadequate prenatal care.

One ot the greatest aids ot a prenatal cl1n1c

would be the prevention or conception or the carrying
to viability ot 1ntants whose mothers were suffering
from chronic diseases.

Such diseases as nephritis,

cardiac disease, tuberculosis, and so torth,in which

the mothers are unable to carry the 1ntants to v1a
b111t7.with satety to themselves.

It is usuall7 in

these .eases that the very small 1ntants (below 1;00

grams) are born and it is also in this group ot in
tants.that the greatest mortality occurs.

Hence, it

seema. reasonable to conclucle that the beat war to pre

vent mortality in the groups ot 1ntants weighing under

1;00 grams la to prevent the conception ot such 1ntants

or to delay their birth until they are large enough
to withstand the hardships or extra-uterine lite.

This latter can be done sately only by good prenatal
care and caretul studf ot the case for delivery.

The prenatal clinic should include a complete

medical and obstetrical history, the routine periodic

examinations from early pregnancy, and instructions and

a4v1ceion a well rounded diet. Along •1th this, ad•
vice must be given concerning tke rest and exercise

ot the patient, sexual relations, work that she can
do, and warning ot the danger symptoms. The institu
tion ot a routine blood Wasserman on every pregnant

woman in the early months ot pregnancy 1s very im

portant.
Toxemia and syphilis seem to occur more in mothers
ot premature intants tban any other condition. These
can be handled in most cases successtully by the ob•

stetrician it the patient has been tollowed closely ..

The occurrence or toxellias ot precnanc7 can usuall7
be prevented by caretul supervision ot the hygiene ot
pregnancy and per1od1c examinations.

It the toxemia,
however, 1s rapid and uncontrollable and the continu

ance ot the pregnancy subjects the mother to the danger
0

t eclamps1a and the danger ot death ot the tetus in
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utero, Cesarean section is the preference it a viable

fetus is obtainable,a).

Syph111st like toxemia can be handled adequately

if the prenatal care is instituted and carried out
taithtull7.

Hess(5'4) has shown a. decided drop in pre

maturity rrom syphilis 1n Chicago since the strict laws

have required premarital and pr egnanc1 Wassermans.

The same results can be had it an extensive program
is carried out.

Bxper1ence has shown that diabetics must have

supervision as to their diet, insulin requirement,

rest, trequent urine examinations, and caretul watch
ingot weight gain and blood pressure(38).

Cardiac

patients must be advised about pregnancv and guarded

it they become pregnant.

In these patients, decompen

sation incidence increases trom the sixth month, but
dropa.otr, after the eighth month (8).

Therefore, at

tempts should be made to carry them �hrough.

The

pregnancy should not be interrupted during decompen

sation. -The infant mortality is low atter the th1rty

t1tth week, while those before this time, the mortal
ity is

,o�

(8). Management or a cardiac patient is

best carried out with the aid or a medical or cardiac
man.
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PreDl&.ture infants by weight are very prone to

occur- in multiple pregnanc1es t but these infants are
otten more mature.

!his condition is a problem in it•

self as concerns the overd1stent1on or the uterus,

nutritional deficiencies, toxemia, and inertia.

Labor

shoul4 be managed conservatively when it starts, an4' ·"

version ahould not be done on the second twin. (8).

Interruption ot the pregDancy for.whatever cause

seems to otter a great chance tor reducing the mortal
ity rate or the premature intant.

Breese (13) bas

pointed out that medical induction is the best method

or induction ot labor. 1fbatever means are to be used,
a tull evaluation ot the conditions present 11 neces
sar1.

Great steps have been •d• b7 Cl1ttord(l8,l9,20)

by determination ot the size ot the intant and the

weight 1a utero by the use or x-raJ.
.,

Bis aethoda have

shown a reduction ot mortal! ty and increase in lbe .'.
I

n1111ber ot larger infants born.

ilON with the detel'•

a1nat1on ot·tbe s1aeot the infant, an, abnormalities
ot the pelvis.are shown by the x-raJ.

Also pla�nta'

previa, \uaor• and dystocia can be determined (18).

After determination ot a premature delivery bas

been made, there are many things which tbe obatetr1•
cian can do to decrease the mortality and aid the

•

C •

infant. Preparation tor the delivery of a pr811ature

is made in aueh a war as to have a hospital deliverJ

it at all possible.

!he infant 1s handicapped from

the start when not in a bosp1tal(11,81,117).

In any

event, the room should be warm, an incubator read7,
and a pediatrician or a spec1all7 trained nursing
atatt pre.sent.

Bv1dence seems to poi�t out that acbl1l'l1strat1on

ot Vitamin X has a 4ec1ded benet1e1al ettect on the
aether and 1ntant(8,13,38). The vessels ot the pre
mature are war7 friable and saall hemorrhages result
which are 1111ch aore detr1aental to the premature than
to the tull•tera infant. Beck (8) aclYocatea the ad.•
1111n1strat1on ot Vitamin I betore labor starts and
eney tour hows clur1ng labor.
'the choice ot &Qalge1ics and anesthetics is im
portant. Morphine 11 det1n1 tel7 harmtul to the in
fant (8,13.,29,38,6;). Certa1n17, no analgea1a 1a the
aetboc1 ot choice as shown b7 Irving ( S'3) in a studf of
.
.
veriea.
W1
th
no
analgesia
only
1�
neet•4··
1
fto 4e1
resusoi*�, while with ecopolallline-aorphine �
needed a14 and 4� ot thoae •hich received phenobar
bital needed re8U8c1tat1on. Although the aortalit7
rate is not greatl7 etteoted bJ the t7pe ot analgesia,
•30-
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the etrect on the spontaneous breathing or the intant
is marked and these periods or anoxemia of the prema•
ture infant are very detreaental(65).

choice for anesthetic (1,8,13,38,53).

in that order.

Ether is the

Local and spinal

!he choice ot delivery has been fairly well es

tablished.

It is agreed that premature intant mortal•

ity is higher 1n induced labor C77,lo6), but me,dical
induction seems to be the most favorable (13). lot

only are the pressure etfects ot labor more injurious

to the premature infant than to the tull•term infant,

but the frequency and extent ot the damage done var7
inversely with the duration ot pregnanc7. Kost ot
the danger lies in the second stage1 therefore, it

wise to terminate this stage 'as quickly as possible

is

The method ot choice 11, therefore, to keep the mem

branes intact as long as possible and doing a wide

ep1s1oto1117 and low torceps, correctly applied and using

a1n111U11 traction (1,8,13,38,53,67).

Thia method re

duces pres,sure to a minimum and gives the fetal bead
all the protection and support possible. A vertex

presentation, and delivery gives by tar the best re
sults and breech deliverr 1s det1n1tel7 harmtul to
premature ;infants.
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Cesarean section should be the satest method ot

delivering a premature intant.

Kost reports

or the

end results, on the contrary, show mortality figures

much higher than might be expected.

Of' the 286 pre

matures delivered alive by section in New York City
(8), 80 or 28% died within one month.

These figures

certainly do not favor suprapublc delivery.
when considered trom the standpoint

Even

or various weight

groups, the results are disappointing.

In the same

group as above, 13% ot those between 2000 and 2500

grams and 40� between 1;00 and 2000 grams tailed to

survive the first month.

Some ot these deaths were

undoubtedly due to some maternal condition rather
than due entirely to the method, as sections were

chosen in many cases because it was sater(S,13,53).
tor the mother.

results desired.

Still this method has not shown the

As soon as the premature infant begins to make

his appearance at delivery, the prime requisites are
prevention ot infection and the conservation ot bodf

heat.

Extreme care must be taken to have a sterile

field and prevent any contamination, as the weak in•

rant cannot combat both intect1on and the early extra
uterine lite.

By way or conserving body heat, besides
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having the room warm, there should be a warmed blanket

and bed or incubator to receive the intant.

Just as

soon as the baby is delivered, he should be wrapped

in the blanket and transferred to the incubator.

As soon as the head 1, born, mucous should be

wiped trom the mouth and air passages with sterile
gauze

C,3� Immediately upon delivery or the child,
'

arter wrapping him in the warmed blanket, the

he·ad. ,
'

should be placed in a dependent position to allow the

mucous to drain out ot the respiratory passages.

Respiration should be instituted as soon as possible.

It may be necessary to insert a small sott catheter

and stimulate respiration in thia way.

lo harsh.means

should ever be used to stimulate respiration.

The

brain is usually suttering from anoxia and carbon
dioxide and other

than good� (8).

respiratory stimulants do..:more harm

Oxygen will produce no harm and may

save the infants lite.

Oxygen and carbon dioxide

mixtures are the accepted methods ot stimulating
respiration C 8, 13, 38, 54, 84 ).

Home. ( 61) , in a small

series, round.· the use ot coramine into the wnb111cal

vein(., to 1 cc� or intramuscular injections (1 to

2 cc) had a striking ettect upon the respirations.

He also states that there was a decidedly stronger
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heart action along with the regular respiration atter

administration ot corlllldne.
The time elapsing between the birth ot the intant
and the tying or the cord will depend on the general

condition or the infant and to some extent on the
ability or the obstetrician to prevent chilling ot
the intant (8). In the absence ot marked aspb.1xia,

it is well to allow the pulsation ot the cord to be
come weakened or to disappear betore ligation (l,8,
13,38,53,54,61). This usua1;1 requires trom one to
tive minutes, during which time the 1ntant will re

ceive trom 30 to 60 cc. ot blood from the placenta.
this blood should be conserved when possible without

risk ot chilling or asphyxiation.
The intant, wrapped in a warmed blanket, sbouJ.d
be placed in an incubator or warmed bed as soon as
respiration has. been established. The Trendelenberg
position should be used to allow turther drainage ot
mucous from the respiratory tract. !bis poeition

/

shoUl.d be attained tor an hour with close watching
and with 0X7gea.ava1lable in case severe c711osis and
apnea occur .(8,41,5'4).
�he o\stetr1c1an has completed a good delivery ot

the premature when the intant is in the incubator with
good color.and breathing regularly.

PBDIATRICIAI

A suce••at\11 solution to the problem ot prematur

ity demands a combination ot common sense with scienti

fic principle (41). A sound reeding procedure is ob

v1ouslr a major requirement.

Likewise essential are

good nursing care and a suitable pbJsical environment.

Ot the ,t1tee, ·good nursing care is most important (41).
In cona1der1llg the care ot the premature atter
deli•er7, tbis d1scuas1on will be mainly 1111.1.ted to
the first 48 hours ot lite. · It is 1n this group that
the greatest mortality occurs and consequently the
group in which the greatest advance can be made ln
reducing the 1ntant mortality., It 1s generally be
lieved that the major1tr of premature intants who
live tor 48 hour• can be saved. Mounting evidence

also indicates that the heavier the 1ntant, the bet•
ter the prognosis.

The requisites tor care ot the premature infant

can be placed u.n.der t�ur:, headings which are very im

portant and Mcesaary .tor the survival ot these 1n
tants: 1) A nursing and medical 1tatt that 18 "pre
•ture-llinded"J 2) maintenance or bod7 te11perature4
3) supplying suitable toOd; and

4)

prevention ot 1n

tect1on (ch1etl7 upper respiratory).
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Concerning the nursing care ot the 1ntant, ped1a•

tr1c1ans are ot the opinion that success or failure in

the care ot the premature or immature infant is largel1

depende�t on the nursing care received b7 the intant
during the earlJ weeks or montha ot lite. A •Jor

cons1deration1n this nursing care 11 the teed1ng ot

,11e baby. -It. 11 aecessar7 tor the nurse who cares tor
premature tntants... .to equip herself with a thorough

knowledge of tbe various aethods and teohnica of feed•
inc premature 1n.tanta.

!he patience required to care

tor these preaature f.Jttants wit,hout too au.ch handling,

but due regard tor their ever1 need, Jlll18t be appre•
c1ated b7 each individual who cares tor the intant.

Crawford(24) bas pointed out the lower aortallt1

rate in a group of 1ntants in the .... hospital Where
the exact· care was . g1ven to two . groups, but the one

group was cared tor bJ aul"ses who had had special
training in the oare ot preaatures.

Jlainta1n1ng bodJ t..perature is a problea that baa

only been tul.11 accoapl1shed in relat1ve1J recent

years.

file preaature 1ntants,heat NgUlation center

11 not fully 4eYelope4(38,5'.4)

and the lack of sub

cutaneous t1•sue allows rapid loss of bo47 heat. When

-

incubators were 1'1rat introduced, the infants didn't
- I
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do so well.

In 1919, Pearce (87) stated that one ot

the outstanding things in the care ot prematures was
the unpopular use and results with the incubator.

These incubators produced heat and were not regulated
Also the1 made no provision tor the hUllidit7

well.

in the incubator and the 1ntanta were probabl7 rapidly

deh7drated.

!oda7 the ideal bas been reached in llaJlJ' large

premature 1ntant nur�er1es where an a1r-cond1t1oae4
room is made available (38,39,54). !he b'IUl1d1t7 is

also controlled in the incubators which are being de
signed not only tor hospital use but also tor hoae

use (38,5'2,5'4).

.�. huaiditJ is beat kept at 45'•5'5'•·

!be bodJ teaperatu.re or the infant should be kept at
about 99.6 P.

It may be n•o•••al'Y the t1rat day or

two to keep the incubator high to maintain this rectal
temperature, but later the heat may be lowered to

80-85' P. and still retain the body temperature ot the
intant.

The incubators serve the best method or oaring

tor the intant.

In the incubator the infant is iso

lated and not disturbed by the noises in the nurser7.

Also the incubator 1s kept tor the individual intant

and a sterile technique is much more apt to be carried

out tor each 1ntant.
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As has been previousl7 pointed out, the digestive

system

or the premature infant is not tull7 developed.

Some idea ot this underdevelopment 1s obtained by autop
sies ot infant stomachs as to their capac1t7.

Bess(53)

tound that at 24 weeks gestation the stomach capacit1

was; cc.; at 25 weeks, 8 cc.; at 28 weeks, 10 cc; at

32 weeks, 18 cc.; at 36 weeks, 2; cc.; and at 40 tteeks,

4; cc.

It is evident that the premature intant cannot

take much at each reeding and must not be overred.

Flori (35') made a study or the gastric secretions

on 25 immature intants who had had no tood b7 mouth.

In these he tound BCL onl7 . 1n. traces in three infants.

Onlr nine intants showed a small amount ot total gas•
tric acidity.

Some rennin was present in eleven in

fants, but only two showed the normal amount tor new

borns.

Ritt._r(92) tound the same results in 36 in-

rants studied.

,,

It has been pointed out that the

response ot the intants secretory system seems to be

rather prompt to tood and especiall7 to albumin (�9).

Pab1scb{34) showed that premature intants stored more
galactose, while mature infants stored more levulose.
It is evident,theretore, that the digestive system

ot the premature infant is not normal and he may not
be able to tole.rate all the toods which the mature
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infant does.

This is logical as evidenced by the

various bodily tunctions which he cannot perform as

well as the mature full-term intant.

The tendency, when a small week premature intant

is born, is to overteed the infant and it is undoubtedl7

one of the important tactors in the mortalit7 and mor
bidity tound among premature 1ntants during their

earl7 lite (54).

The requirements

or

the premature

vary a great deal tor the individual intant and tor
the person in charge.

Hotta(58) showed that intants

ted on minimal amounts gained much better than those

This has been attributed to

who were ted abundantly.

the lack

or digestive strain by the administration
Jlany

ot only that amount need•d.

or

these intants

in this series received less than 100 calories per

kilogram a day.

This is in keeping with the practice

or Hess(;4) in which many premature infants in the

Sarah Morris Hospital received less than 100 calories
per kilogram..

Gordon(43)

also showed at least a

normal gain in weight with these teedings.

Thomp

son(l08) tound that many infants could not take even
this small amount and by concentrating breast milk

....

by boiling, showed a good gain in weight with minimal
intake.

It is evident then that the premature intant
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does not need to be given huge &JllOunts ot rood to se

cure the desired gain in weight and probably does much

better on the smaller amounts.

Ot equal importance is the tluid intake ot the

infant in the tirst few days

or lite. It has been

estimated that when in an incubator, the intant re
quires one-sixth to one-eighth
tluid.

or the body weight

1n

It is otten impossible to reed the 1ntant

this amount or fluid and ac:ba1n1strat1ons by h)'poder

moclysis can usually be done with no harm(38,53,54,l05).
These solutions may be nol'1Jlal saline or glucose added,

Ringer's or Hartman's solutions.

It is generally agreed at present that the pre

mature infant should be lett completely alone tor at
least the first twelve hours as far as tood is con
cerned.

During this time the infant should be placed

in the Trendelenberg position for the first one to

two hours and then returned to the normal level or a
slight Powler position.

The importance ot close ob

servation ot the infant to administer support1••

aeasures as needed without disturbing the infant any

aore than nece11ar1 cannot be overemphasized.

The

tirst twelve hours, theretore, nothing is given to
the 1Dt'ant in the way ot tood.

�!

Human milk is.the tood ot choice tor the preaature

infant and this applies more especially to small in
fants.

Breast milk, however, often is not available

for the infant.

This is especially true in the

smaller hospitals where milk stations and banks are

not available.

Because

or this tact, various feedings

have been tried and some have shown good results.

The tull-term 1ntant can atford to wait until the

mother has sutticient milk tor the 1ntant, but in the
premature intant, every ounce or weight must be con•

served.

Por this reason a schedule must be set up

early to supply the premature with the required tluid
and some caloric intake to prevent weight loss.

The

schedule advocated b7 most pediatricians begins b7

giving water to the intant at bhe end ot twelve hours

(39,4;,49,5"3,5'4,66,96,111).

The amount, ot necessity,

is small at t1rst, starting with 2 cc. and gradually

increasing to 10 cc.

1'}len breast milk 1s available,

this is alternated with water every two hours tor the

t1rst 48 hours.

Certainly the amount ot water and

milk the infant receives depends upon the condition

of the individual infant and his ab111ty to take the

-

teedings and his capacit1.

Sanford has pointed out

that the premature infant develops acidosis very
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rapidly and therefore advocates giving;% dextrose in

water to combat this (96).

Kugelmass(66) stated that weight loss in the

newborn intant was unnatural, harmtul, and largely
preventable.

He used the preventive treatment ot giv

ing an isotonic solution with

3%

destro1e and

o.;�

salt.

6% gelatin in water,

Thia solution turn1shes

12 calories to the ounce and was given every two hours
tor the t1rst three days.

He reported that when this

solution was administered, the initial weight loss

was reduced trom the usual 6� to 9j to 3.4� when
given during the day only.

When the solution was

given every two hours day and night, the weight loss

was reduced to 1.7%.

average m1n1mwa intake

This was accomplished by an

or 13% ot the

body weight in

24 hours, amounting to 160 calories tor that period.

The benefit to the infant is also pointed out by the

tact that the average clotting time was reduced trom

8 to 3 minutes by the third day; the bleeding time

reduced to less than 1 minute atter the second day;

and the blood sqar raised to the nol'llal le-.el on the,
third day.

T7son(lll) and Ba1pern(49) report similar results

with the Kugel.Jlass solution.

The latter, with 7S

infants receiving the solution and the same number
as controls, found less weight loss, birth weight

recovered earlier, and generall7 better progress by

the infants who received the solution tor two da7s.
In the light ot these findings, it seems that the

Kugelmass solution could be given wider usage than
in the past, especially where breast milk is not

available tor the premature infant.

As previoual7 mentioned, the important thing is

to keep up the body fluids b7 some method.

It the

intant cannot take the required amount by mouth, sub
cutaneous injections ot normal saline or 5� glucose

in saline may be given once or twice a day tor a
limited time(39,53,105).
Variou1 types

or toods have been advocated and

made up to use when breast milk is not available, to
supplement it, or even to replace it.

These various

methods and types ot toods will be discussed later.
Let it be suttic1ent at this time to sa7 that the

most important things immadiatel7 after delivery are
to conserve the body heat and tlu1ds,

to

give close

observation to the intant to prevent aD7 complications

in the earl7 neonatal period, to disturb as little
possible, and to prevent weight loss.

as

The feeding schedule bas already been outlined,

that is, every two hours tor the tirst 48 hours.

A.gain it must be pointed out that nursing care 1s

very important in the feeding ot the premature in•
tant.

The choice ot teeding method is unimportant

as long as the desired results are obtained; that is,
disturbing the infant aa little as possible and get�
ting the food into the infant with the least trauma�
Overfeeding th••• small infants is just aa bad••

�f reeding.

!beretore, small amounts at frequent

intervals not only does away with overloading the
intant, but also calls tor frequent observation ot
the intant.
Usually infants under tive pounds are unable to
suck with much torce(39,S4) and the method chosen

must take this into consideration. By tar the surest
way,ot feeding the intant is by gavage (24,39,lOS),
but care must be taken not to produce traUJl89 over
distend the stomach and not to cause aspiration of
tbe feeding on withdrawal ot the catheter. Gavage

te.eting is usually required tor only a limited nwnber
ot infants.

Indications ror reeding by f,vage are:

1) increased 01anosi1 when the intant attempts to
swallow; 2) impo1s1b111t7 of giving enough fluids bJ

dropper or bottle and dehydration is imminent; and

3) it the 1ntant is acutely sick or some congenital
cond1 tion prevents sucking or swallowing ( 5'4).

It

should not be used as a time saving method but as an

energy saving method for the intant.

The medicine dro.pper is a very satistactor7 method
or teeding but takes a great deal ot patience and some
expe.rience on the part or the nurse to carry 1 t out

with good results. The dropper should be tipped with
a short length ot rubber tubing to prevent injury to
the buocal mucous membrane •
. The Breck reeder has proved very satistactor7
tor the small infants who cannot suck well. It is

often a graduation trom the gavage or dropper method
to the bottle. Bottle feeding should be instituted
as soon as possible. This method allows the 1ntant
to get the rood more as he desires and he better a4justa his breathing •

prna ture 1ntant need not be moved trom the
crib .or incubator tor reeding. To minimize restless•
. The

ness, regvg1tal1on and colic, and to asaure better
sleep and breathing, the 1ntant should be kept 1n �·

-

-Po•ler position Cat an angle ot 30 to 40 degrees) dur
ing

and attar the feeding (39,41,5'4).

Intanta who .. .

hav.e sutfered birth injuries will benetit trom this

po.sition because 1t tends to lessen 1ntracran1al ten

sion.

From time to time the infant should be placed

on its right side, or even face down , to avoid colic,

lung congestion and atelectasis.

t)ur1ng the tirst 48 hours, the commonest cdmpli�

cation which occurs in the apparently health7 and

thriving premature infant is cynosis
It

(39,41,54).

1.s. part1cularl7 common in those weighing less than

1500 grams.

Cyanos1s ma1 be intermittent or persis

tent, or characterized by an occasional attack in the

tirst day or two.

The chiet causes are intracranial

hemorrhage, atelectas1s, congenital debility, and
abdominal distention associated with feeding.

Cyanosis

may be caused also by exhaustion, exposure to cold,

congenital heart disease or diaphragmatic hernia (41).

Cyanotic infants should be handled as little as possible.

Extreme care should be used in feeding them, since

many become qyanotic during the reeding period.

A

nurse must be in attendance at all times and oxygen

kept handy for administration whenever an attack occurs.

Extreme changes in temperature should be avoided.

The use ot adrenalin chloride (l11000solut1on), 3 to
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; minims given subcutaneousl7 or intramuscularly, is
sometimes ot value (39,41).

and important method

By tar,the most· etrective

or treating cyanosis, especially

during the short attacks in the first 36 ho�rs, is
the .administration

or a mixture· ot 9�� oxy-gen and;�

carbon dioxide (39,4;,�44

This is best given through

a forked metal nasal tip, or a rubber catheter, or
funnel.

Oxygen should be given at. the rate of 80 to.

120 drops per minute, as seen in the water bottle, or
3- litel's per minute, measured by gauge (41).
In summary ot the immediate care

or

the premature

infant (tirst 48 hours), the tour requisites may again
be pointed out.

1) A nursing and medical start that is premature

minded.
••ch

or

The physician must accept tbe challenge which

these infants otters and strive to do his ut

most to carry it through this trJ'ing time.

!he nurse

must be instructed in premature care and have the
patience to deal with each problem that arises.

2) Maintenance ot body temperature b7 means ot

an in.cubator or warmed crib.

humidit7

or

Along with this, the

the incubator is very important.

3) Supplying suitable tood and tluid to maintain

the b.od.7 weight ·ahd to establish a progressive gain
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in weight as so�n as possible.

These infants should

not be overted and silllple teedings in small amounts
at trequent intervals bring the best results.
4) Prevention

or infection is best carried out

in incubators where the heat and humidity are main
tained at the optimum.

Isolation and as little

handling as possible is a big tactor here along with
a sterile technique in all phases

or care. These in•

tants are handicapped at the start without having

to combat an infection along with their struggle tor
a premature existence.
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PLANS NOW IN USE
According to reports received by the Children's

Bureau (29), 28 states, Hawaii and the District

or

Columbia have already made, or have submitted plans

for making, special provisions for the care

or prema

ture infants as part or their maternal and child

health programs.

Usually, the tirst step taken by the

states has been to stu�y, often in cooperation with

the state medical associations, the influence ot pre

maturity on the infant mortality rate of the state

and to make a survey or existing provisions for the

care or prematurely born infants in various parts or

the state.

Kost states have round existing provisions

for premature infants in the various areas very in
adequate.

In general, the programs developed by the

divisions:

An educational program; the provision or

states to deal with the problem contain three main

field nursing services; and the provision or equip

ment in the form or incubators.

The educational programs have included the en

couragement ot special training in the care of prema

ture infants for members

or health department statrs

at such centers as the Sarah Morris Hospital and the

Cook County Hospital in Chicago (first extensive plans
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put in effect) and the Boston Lying•In Hospital.

The

membe.r receiving the training, usually a supervising

nurse, is thus in a position to teach modern methods

of c�re to the staff public health nurses and also to
advise hospital nursing staffs in this field.

Pedia•

tricians on state staffs have carried on educational
programs tor local health officers and have secured

the interest and cooperation of practicing ph7s1cians
in providing improved care for premature infants.

The care of the p�emature infant has been discussed

in postgraduate courses for physicians in a number
or state.s.

In addition·to these educational ettorts which

are basic, the health departments have provided the

services of public health nurses to assist practicing

physicians to care for these infants in their homes

when necessary, and particularly to teach members

the family the special methods of caring for them.

or

Members of the state staff have given assistance to

the administrators of hospitals in planning tor bet

ter facilities ror the care or premature infants and

in teaching their nurses modern technics in this field.

A few states have made provisions tor pediatric con
sultant services for rural physicians.
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Dr. Julius H. Hess

or Chicago was the first to

inaugurate a plan tor the care of the premature in

All

fant and has done the most work in this respect.

the other plans have been patterned closely after that
in Chicago, which has given such good results.

The

Chicago plan was designed to place at the disposal

of the medical profession ot Chicago all

or the special

features provided tor the care of the premature infant
by the Premature Infant Station of the Sarah Morris

Hospital, which had been established in 1922 (52,54).
The Chicago plan came into etrect in 1934, twelve

or the Sarah Morris features are

years later.

All

main features

or this plan are (54):

now incorporated in the Chicago City-Wid.e Plan.

The

1) A twenty-four hour ambulance service for the

conveyance of the premature infant to a hospital

station for better care.

2) Premature-ward care where oxygen and other

types of emergency therapy are available.

While not

all hospitals can sacrifice nursing personnel and

facilities for taking in patients born outside the

hospital, Sarah Morris Hospital and Cook County Hospi

tal take all patients, the former 75� free and the
latter all free or charge.
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3) A nursing service, both in the field and in

the hospital, is rendered by a personnel with special
training in the care

or the premature infant. This

part is essential to any successtul program.
4)

Breast milk banks are kept

and

the breast

milk is available to all infants •equiring it, tree

ot charge in both hospitals.
is

7) - A visitin'g nur�e service.

The field nursing

or inestimable value in cutting down hospital days,

and this in turn spells economy for service and an
increase in the number or infants handled.

The pro

motion of breast-milk secretion in the home through

the field nursing service usually means that an in
fant who is going home to receive breast milk from

its mother can be discharged from the hospital one

to three weeks sooner than the artificially ted in
fant.

The education of the mother and the family by

the field nurse is an important part

or the service.

6) A simple type ot heated bed that can be

loaned to the family.

This can be supplied for use

in the home when the baby is to be kept at home,

or often arter the baby is discharged from the hospi

tal.

Such beds will aid in preventing morbidity among

the infants, especially respiratory-tract infections.
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tion

7) An outpatient clinic maintained for instruc

or mothers and the care and supervision of infants

not having private physicians.

Along·with this, out

patient clinics are encouraged for the antepartum
care

or pregnant women to prevent prematurity.

Hence, the program presented above (54), which

is an attempt to apply institutional procedures al

ready found successful, expanded to meet the demands

ot a large community, was adopted by the Board or

Health of Chicago. Corresponding laws were enacted
to tac111tate carrying out the plan and assure the

best results possible.

The results from this program are evident by

the mortality rate

or infants in Chicago since the

plan was started. In 1934 the intant death rate per

1000 under 1 year of age was 47.? and under one month,

30.9. In 1940 the rate was 28.8 and 20.3, respectively.
In 1935 there were 1862 prematures reported, with a

or 42.6. In 1940 there were
2274 reported prematures with a mortality or 20.8%(54)

mortality percentage

These figures show what can be done when the start and

public are made premature conscious and facilities are
available tor the care

or the premature.
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The most complete plan is that now being carried

on by Massachusetts.

During 1937 Massachusetts ini

ture infants (54,85).

Its obJective was to reduce

tiated its state-wide program for the care

or prema

the death rate among premature infants and to improve

the •tandards ot their care.
First

or all a survey ot hospitals was made to

determine the tacilit1es in each tor the care of these
inf'ants.

Then certain stations were set up through

out the state (48 in all) and these were equipped
·-

Laws were passed to make

arter the plan in Chicago.

it possible tor all prematures to receive care in the
hospital.

An extensive educational program was set

up not only for the nurses and doctors, but also tor

the laity.

The results,

death from prematurity tor

1934·36 was 16j while tor 1937-39 it was only 13% (85).
The Bew York State Department ot Health is also

inaugurating a state-wide program.

Special training

tor nurses in the Sarah Morris Station has been

started.

Some special centers have been established

already besides the individual work done in some ot

the Jew York City hospitals.

Dr. Morris Gleich in

Harlem Hospital started a program in 1937.

The pre

mature mortality rate at this hospital before the
-5'4-

installation ot the premature infant unit was 45.2%.

After the unit was in operation, the mortality rate
had dropped to 20.5% in 1940 (38).

Dr. Gleich reels

that at least rive-sixths of the premature infants
born each year in New York City can be saved.
Our own state

or Nebraska has not been neglecting

this problem ot the premature infant either.
has no organized legal Public Health units.

Nebraska

She has

no enabling act tor allowing such unit development

except 1n Omaha. There are two District Demonstra
tion Health Units, one at Gering

and one at North Platte

or three counties

or two counties. This does

not allow tor a very concentrated local errort tor

controlling the· care
hospital ..

or prematures either in home or

Neither do we have public health nurses

t�ained in premature care well enough distributed

throughout the state.

In view or the above facts, the Public Health

Bepartment began a program in 1938 to care for pre

mature infants.

This program was based on the good

results, as pointed out above in Jf&ssachusetts, with
incubators, and one hundred were built or which 96
(one in each county) were delivered in 1938.

These

unitS:;cwere patterned after the Massachusetts incubators

-,,-

at the cost ot about $10;eoo per unit.

too early to truly evaluate the effect

As yet it is

or these in

cubators upon lowering the premature infant mortality
(71). The reporting on their use is being continued.

Many physicians in out-state areas have repeatedly
said they would certainly not do without them now

and report their having saved many infants (72).

An inquiry tor 1939 was prepared and sent to the

97 hospitals in Nebraska.

Replies were received trom

over 9'5% ot the bassinette space.

From this report

it was learned that during 1939 there were 414 pre

mature infants cared for in hospitals in incubators,

of which 70% survived.

Seventy-six

or these were

cared for in 36 state incubators ot which 61% sur
vived.

There were 110 infants cared for in state in

cubators but not in hospitals,

vived (?2).

or ewhcih 66.4% sur

Again the tact is brought out that in

fants cared for in hespitals have a better chance for

survival than those cared tor in the home, even in
incubators.

The plan as set rorth by the State Public Health

Department has very detinite objectives:

To pr·ovide

better care for the premature infant and hence lower

the infant mortality in Jlebr&ska (?l).
-,6-

l) Lay and proressional education.

This is

carried out by lectures, movies and slide lectures

by medical men, both practioners and specialists, to
the medical profession and to the laity.

Also by

state and local public health personnel in performance

of health education programs, through motherhood class
lessons and routine Public Health Nursing Service.

2) The distribution or incubators, at least one

to each county.

These are

or simple construction and

can be obtained for about $10.00 each or slightly higher
if a thermostat is added. As previously stated, the

length or time in operation has not been sufficient to

evulate the effect of these incubators on the care or
the premature infant.

One thing is certain, the more

careful and meticulous care or premature infants by

nurse, physician, and home attendant, must be developed

in our state-wide program or the percentage of premature

deaths among those cared for will continue relatively
high.

It is interesting to note that the states or Iowa,

Indiana and Michigan became interested in these inf'ant

incubators and have adopted the use of modified forms

of the Nebraska incubator.

As constructed, these in

cubator units provide (1) Utility; (2) Dependability;
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and

(3)

Portability.

3) The Nebraska program, realized that a long time

continuous program or education in prenatal, postpartum

and infant care would be necessary to solve many problems
or premature care.

By cooperative efforts through the

Maternal Child Health Committee; Nebraska Medical Asso
ciation; the Dean of the University of Nebraska School
of Medicine; the Department of Health and its MCH Di•

vision, it has been possible to supply from the Childrens

Bureau, funds sufficient to place a full-time staff

man in Obstetrics and also in Pediatrics at the Uni

versity or Nebraska Medical School

Omaha.

and

Hospital, in

These men have been appointed as Assistant

Professors in their respective departments.

A special

technical assistant and secretary are also supplied

to work with them.

The program by these men is threefold:
(a)

Development of a comprehensive undergrad

uate teaching program at the University in the respect
ive fields.

(b) Postgraduate training in 2-week periods

during the academic year for 3 or

from Nebraska primarily.

4

medical practioners

(c) Extramural courses at 2-week periods in

-�-

fall, spring and summer, for medical men outstate;

holding afternoon case clinics at local hospitals and
evening lectures and discussion groups.

It is hoped also that nurses from hospitals over

the state who have nursery responsibility, may have a

period

or a few days training in premature care at the

University Hospital through the staff named.

4) The program will attempt to improve the care

or prematures by:

(a) Providing better segregation tor the

intants in hospitals and homes.

(b) Developing better newborn premature nursing

and medical care through segregation, improved methods

and equipment for combatting asphyxia, and developing

a standard technic for feeding, protection from infect

ion, routine care, resuscitation and rapid transfer of
the premature infant immediately at birth to warm pre
mature beds or incubators.

Such a plan as outlined above put into operation

should give results similar to those quoted from the
Chicago and Massachusetts plans.

up for the program.

That is the goal set

If such programs were set up by all the states,

the neonatal mortality rate would be lowered because
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ot the lowered mortality in the premature infants.

As has been pointed out earlier, the prenatal

care is very important in reducing the infant mortality

or a pregnancy.
All state plans should include some method or prenatal
by preventing the premature interruption

In such prenatal clinics

care for all pregnant women.
many of the causes

or prematurity can

be controlled,

such as toxemias, syphilis, heart cases, nephritis, and

bleeding during pregnancy.

Some or these factors,

chiefly syphilis and toxemias, have not had the attention
required to combat them and remove them as a factor in

the prevention

or prematurity.
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NEWER THERAPEUTIC METHODS
Human milk is the natural food tor the premature

infant, tor no other food can be fed to the same ad

vantage.

This is especially true of infants with a

weight below 1,500 grams(38,53,54,105).

Nevertheless, much work has been done to find a

suitable food for infants which will promote good
digestion and the resultant gain in weight.

This has

undoubtedly been due to the unavailability or breast

milk for many prematures, by the small amounts which

are taken by some and by the.desire to establish a

Many varieties of

known intake of required substances.

artificial diets have been suggested by different

clinicians, such as simple milk dilutions, skimmed,

evaporated, condensed, dried, rennet or reconstructed
and lactic acid milk preparations.
carbohydrates are added.

To these mixtures

The results with these different

milks are to a great degree dependent upon the physician's
intimate knowledge and directions tor the use
individual rood.

or the

Acid milks have been advocated and used tor a

number of years with some variations.

Acid milks are

of special value where greater concentration is needed.

They have a high caloric value, favor gastric as well as
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intestinal digestion, and are inimical to the growth

or pathogenic micro-organisms (lOl). Calcium absorp
tion 1� much better when the fat intake is generous
(80). Therefore, instead or feeding skimmed milk,

acid added to whole or evaporated milk can be given

with good results.

Lactic acid milk has considerable value and its

success 11es in its acidity and low buffer value, both
favorable to rat digestion and calcium absorption.

In the presence ot an optimum gastric acidity(pH 5),

gastric lipase splits fats, giving fatty acids and

glycerol.

In the presence or lactic acid, the casein

contained in milk as calcium caseinate(a buffer sub

stance and tough curd) forms casein lactate(a finely
flocculent and easily digestible curd) and calcium

is liberated.

The calcium thus liberated combines

with the ratty acids forming soaps and is absorbed as

such.

Lactic acid, then, added to cow's milk favors

t at digestion and calcium absorption (39)•

Lactic acid

can be added to whole sweet milk, evaporated milk or the
lactic acid whole powdered milk can be used.

Scharrt(97) advocated the use of citric acid to

acidify milk due to the greater simplicity and economy.

He also points out the favorable influence ot citric acid

on anemia from its promotion ot the absorption of iron.

Similar results have been pointed out by others (56,100).

Shohl(99)

found that the addition of citric acid-

sodium citrate mixtures, to rachitogenic diets altered
them so that they no longer produced rickets.

He also

showed that this ant1rach1togen1c factor is the property

of citrates and tartrates alone and that the reaction

cannot depend entirely on the acid-base effects of the

salt.

Blatt(ll)

added pancreatic proteolytic enzyme to

milk prior to pasteurization to get a softer, flocculent,
finely divided curd.

Infants fed this milk showed a

good gain, but the method is complex and time consuming

for the results obtained.

Hess and his associates (56) used a milk which was

acidified with citric acid and then passed through a
zeolite, which is then called base-exchange treated

milk.

The treatment results in a readjustment

or the

salts of the milk, chiefly calcium, and produces a sort,

fine flocculent curd when acted upon by rennin. When

this was fed to infants at one and one-half ounces per

pound of body weight, the infants were kept in positive
calcium, phosphorus and nitrogen balance.

The results

are not striking enough to warrant the extra work.
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Vitamins play an important role in the develop

ment of any infant.

In the premature, who has a re

latively more rapid rate
more important.

or growth, the vitamins are

Vitamin A is received in the milk as

well as in the cod liver oil given all infants.

also to this rapid growth, prematures need added
vitamin B and G for six months (39�

Due

The influence

of the vitamin B complex upon the weight of the pre
mature infant in its first week of life, as well as

its effect on the smaller infants weighing less than
1,500 grams, has already been demonstrated (?O).

When fed the yeast extract, these infants gained more
than the control.

one teaspoonful

The amount suggested and used was

or Brewer's yeast powder or one-halt

teaspoon or extract.

Vitamin Chas been stressed in all infants.

It has

been found {78,82) that the plasma concentration or

ascorbic acid of the newborn infant is always higher
than in the mother.

However, 24 hours after birth,

infants showed a marked drop and this continued until

breast milk was fed or some rorm or vitamin C was given.

It has been known that the breast fed infants received

ascorbic acid in the breast milk, while artificially

fed infants had a rapid tall to a very low level or the
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blood ascorbic acid soon after birth (66,62,79) .

The requirements for the newborn infant was determined

by Heinemarm (51) by saturating the infant with vitamin

C and after a period

or a vitamin C free diet, resat

urating and the determination of the amount used each
day could be made.

He round that

o.8 mgm or vitamin C

per kilogram is used in saturated individuals. At the

same time, he found that 0.4 mgm per kilogram was

sufficient to prevent scurvy.

Ellinger {32) round that

the fasting blood level is 0.7 mgm

%

in 1 to 3 hours attar giving 600 mgm

and rises to 2 mgm

or ascorbic acid.

i

He also found that blood and urine tests parallel each
other until the blood concentration reaches 1.4 mgm �,
Then an increase is noted in the output in the urine.

To prevent the fall in the ascorbic acid blood level,

25 to 30 mgm of ascorbic acid should be given to the
premature intant{39).

Since the premature cannot

tolerate orange juice at first and many do not receive
breast milk at all or in insufficient quantaties,

ascorbic acid should be given very early to the
premature infant.

It has been pointed out by some that proteins are

better used in the presence

(68,98).

or a high vitamin C intake

This was noticed especially in the artificially fed
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premature infants.

Levine thought this was due to the

in the appearance

or amino-acids in the urine. However,

increased protein content of cow's milk, which resulted

these amino-acids disappeared when ascorbic acid was

given to the premature infants fed on cow's m1lk468).

Enough work has not been done on this subject as yet,

but it seems to point to a greater utilization of pro

teins by the premature infants as well as protection

against scurvy, especially in the artificially fed.

Vitamin Dis another that is needed by all infants,

but especially by those born prematurely, since their

rapid growth makes them an easy prey to rickets.
require relatively large amounts

They

or vitamin D. Irrad

iated whole milk and irradiated evaporated milk give

some degree or protection against rickets (33,47,75,76).

However, since the amount of milk ingested may be in
sufficient, it is advised that all premature infants

receive additional vitamin D.

Clinically, Gleich (27,39)

and others have observed that colored infants born

prematurely require a larger dosage of vitamin D than

do white infants.

One writer (75) found that as little as 95 USP units

of vitamin D given daily in evaporated milk, will prevent
rickets in normal infants.
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It has been noted that

300 - 500 units daily will heal rickets or a moderate
or marked character (33,75).

However, premature infants

need at least twice this amount (39).

Calcium and phosphorus are necessary ingredients

or normal bone and tooth structures. Their aetabolism
is favored by the intake or vitamin D (39,50,80).
It has been pointed out previously that citric acid in

the milk also aids the absorption of calcium (56,100).

Wheat germ oil (Vit. E) and olive oil, which also

contains vitamin E, were given to premature infants (118)

who were not gaining weight.

These infants showed a

rapid gain in weight following the administration or the
oil.

Insufficient work has been done to evulate the

effect or vitamin E to the growth or the premature
infant.

However, perhaps it is this effect that has

given good results with olive oil in the past and not
from the type or oil.

Estrogenic substance has been found lacking in the

premature infant (74) and for this reason its adminis
tration has been tried.
at various times.

Various methods have been tried

Potter (89) by oral administration

of estrin to a small group noted good results.

The

largest group was by Moncrieff (79), who had 80 pre

matures and the same number ror controls.
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He used

subcutaneous injection of estrogenic substance for the

first seven days

or life. He noted some gain in weight

above the average, but thought it was not sufficient to
Einhorn (30) on the other hand,

warrant routine use.

gave estrogenic substance intravenously for seven days

and found less initial loss

or weight and a re�urn to

birth weight earlier than in controls.

Gle1ch(40)

states that he does not find need tor them in his care

or the premature infant.

It is evident that more work

must be done to determine the exact value of estrogenic
substances in premature infant care.

Blood administration intramuscularly or intraven

ously has been advocated from time to time.

Formerly

it was used as a supportive measure in hemorrhage(6,28)
It was thought that the rise in temperature following

intravenous blood was helpful to the infant in addition

to the increase in blood volume, red cells and the anti

bodies received(28).

Rapoport(90) used citrated blood

intramuscularly in infants and round that reactions were
not uncommon.
3 to

4

These reactions lasted on an average of

days and consisted of fever, malaise, leukocytosis,

swelling, reddness and pain.

These reactions did not

occur with serum administration.
As for the use

or blood in hemorrhage,
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it has been

largely replaced

by

vitamin

K

therapy (54).

Ge111s(36)

found that in 44 infants given intramuscular blood, there

was no decline in the prothrombin indices and he thought
the procedure was unwarranted.

Hess(,4) also states

that the use or intramuscular blood is or doubtful
value.

At the same time, Blatt(53) states that in

Chicago he has used intramuscular blood injections every
other day.

He believes that in this way additional iron

does not need to

be

given and certain antibodies are

given the infant which enable it to combat infections.

For this he uses the pooled whole blood ot pregnant

women.

At the present time blood administrations to the

premature are not looked upon with much favor as shown

by the lack

or literature at present. Serum seems to

show good results and other methods which can be used

with less reaction and disturbance to the infant are

being used.

Thyroid has been advocated (21) by several to step

up the metabolism of the infant and promote more rapid

maturation because of the lack or thyroxine that must
occur in these premature infants.

It has been shown(40)

that thyroid does not produce an added gain in weight,

but a lower mortality was noted in the group receiving it.
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Johnston (63) has shown that too much thyroid is decidedly
detrimental to the infant as to calcium and phosphorus

metabolism and deposition.

Thyroid has not been used

very widely and so tar has not shown striking results.

In recent years various pediatricians and biological

companies have developed formulas and foods for infants,

especially premature infants.

These include tortitied

milks, enzyme treated milks, dried whole or skimmed

milks, evaporated milks·fort1f1ed with vitamin D, re

constructed milks (Olac, Lactogen, S1m1lac, Protein and
S.M.A.) and dried casein.

or

these, evaporated milks with or without added

vitamin D, are probably the most widely used in artifical
feeding.

Evaporated milk is of value because it is

easily digested, sterile and easily obtained.

The vitamin

D fortified milk has definite antirachitic value (75,76).
Gleich{39) round good gains with evaporated milk,

Biolac and Olac when used in premature infants.
round that Similac gave the best results.

round that Olac gave the best results.

Tyson(lll)

Stroesser(l05)

Crawford (24)

had his best results with lactic acid milks, but noted

that the gain in weight in premature infants given lactic

acid milk, Olac and S1m1lac was as good or better than in

those who received breast milk.
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Again it must be pointed

out that the results gained from the use of these

formulas depend a great deal on the physican using them
and his experience with them.

Breast milk should be

given whenever it is available, but the premature infant

can thrive on other feedings when the breast milk is
not available for use.

In conclusion then, the value

or

many of these

newer therapeutic methods has not been established as

yet.

Certainly, some

or

these and others may help

solve the problem or premature mortality.

In this regard, one cannot help but marvel at the

results obtained by a general practioner who was con

fronted with five or these tiny infants.

A look at the

early records of the Dionne Quintuplets shows what he

was able to do with the bare essentials and the patience
to work with these undersized infants.

Dr. DaFoe•s

reports (25,26) point out some of his problems and
how he handled them.

First of all he was delivering a

pre-eclamptic woman who was seven-months pregnant and

who suffered from hemorrhage and shock immediately after
delivery.

In addition, he had five intants whose com

bined weights was 13 pounds.

They were placed in a

large basket and surrounded by warm blankets and hot

water bottles.

Their rood was warm water, breast milk
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and a few drops

or rum for the first five days. He had

a continual struggle to keep them breathing until on

the sixth day he received a cylinder of oxygen.

For the first week, Dr. DaFoe had no incubators,·

no trained nursing staff and none

or the modern methods

which even the smallest town could otter.

He had only

the conveniences which a French-Canadian !arm home could
have.

Of course later he had every convenience at his

command, but he brought them through that first 48 hours
and first week without all this scientific help through

his patience and by following the cardinal principles
tor the care or the premature infant:
1. Conserve body heat.

2. Supplying suitable food and fluids.
3. Protection from infection.
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CONCLUSION
A glance at the infant mortality rates in the United

States for the last twenty-five years shows a decided

reduction in the neonatal death rate, but very little
reduction in the deaths in the first 48 hours

or even in the first month or life.
shows that a great percentage
to prematurity.

or life

Further probing

or these deaths is due

Very little reduction in the death

rate of premature infants over this same period indicates
that if further reduction of neonatal mortality is to

be accomplished, it must be in this group or premature
infants.

The first attack then, would be toward the etiology

or prematurity. However, in nearly 40% or the cases,

no specific cause can be found.

In another 20%, the

cause is in the products of conception.

are listed as due to the mother.

The other 40%

In these latter cases the obstetrician can play an

important part.

Prenatal care is very important to deal

with the most common causes as toxemias, syphilis, women

with chronic or debilitating diseases, and with the

problems of pregnancy as bleeding, placenta previa and

abruptio placenta.

If premature termination

or the

pregnancy cannot be prevented by the obstetrician, he
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should at least be prepared to terminate the pregnancy at
the most advantageous time ror both the mother and the

infant.

He can also aid at the delivery by making it

as easy as possible tor the infant.

The best method

or

delivery is considered now to be a vertex without the

or analgesics or heavy anesthetics, a wide episotomy
and the use or low forceps. Great care must be taken to

use

clear the air passages and no drastic methods should be

used to stimulate respiration in these delicate infants.

The greatest mortality in premature infants results

in the first 48 hours.

During this period the nursing

care is or the utmost importance.

Infants cared for in

the hospital do much better and the best results occur

when the infants are in incubators or air conditioned

nurseries where they can be isolated and have a constant
optimum temperature and humidity.

The immediate care of the premature infant must be

as simple as possible.

The prime requisit is to disturb

the infant only when he demands attention.

The infant

should be placed with the head lowered slightly tor the
first twelve hours.

As mentioned above, the temperature

or the infant must be kept at a ·Constant optimum o! 98 to

-

99 degrees Fahrenheit.

Oxygen should be close at hand

to combat the cyanosis which is so common during the
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first 48 hours.

The infant must be isolated and protected

from any infection.

Nothing is given the infant for the

first 12 hours and at that time very small amounts or

warm, boiled water are given every two hours with small
amounts of breast milk alternating when available.

Various other methods have been tried for the early

feeding of the premature infant, some with good results.
The fluid intake must be kept up to prevent dehydration.

Glucose solution has been fed the infant instead of water
with good results.

Fluids may be given by hypodermoclysis

or intravenously it necessary.

Blood transfusions and

intramuscular blood have been used in the past, but at

present have been replaced by vitamin K therapy and less

drastic means.

Breast milk is the food of choice for the infant,

but it is not always available.

Prepared milks give

good results when breast milk is not available.

Some of

the best are lactic acid milks, evaporated milks, Olac
and Similac.

Many attempts have been made to find the solution

of the care of the premature infant by newer therapeutic
methods, but to date these have left something to be

desired.

The original method of handling the infant in

the simplest manner and supply his needs still holds true.
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The care or the premature infant can be stated:

l. Maintain body temperature by conserving body heat.
2. Supply fluid and some food.
3. Protect from infection.

4. Constant watching but little disturbance.

Various plans are now in operation in several states

and some or the larger cities.

The Chicago plan by

Dr. J. H. Hess was the first to be inaugurated and has
shown good results.

This is evidence of what can be

done when the laity, physicians and nursing staff become
premature conscious and are prepared to care for theee

tiny infants.

Nebraska has a well planned program that

was put into operation in 1938 and results should be
just as striking here.

Prematurity is not an unconquerable problem and

a little attention to the care or the premature infant

will result in a reduction in our infant mortality rate,

which is even more important with the decline in the
birth rate in the last ten years.
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